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ABSTRACT
Literature proposes linear programming (LP) methods for
glitch-less design of digital circuits. Considering the worst-
case these methods ensure absence of glitches for any ar-
bitrary state of primary input as well as internal signals.
In this paper, we examine an unexplored aspect, i.e., glitch-
free design with respect to a specific set of vectors (patterns).
Introducing the logic-level concepts of glitch-generation pat-
terns and glitch-generation probability, which are analyzable
through logic simulation, we remove glitch filtering require-
ments from gates on which the given set of input vectors
cannot produce glitches. We relax constraints of any exist-
ing LP either selectively or probabilistically. Such input-
specific design from an LP model without process variation
and another with process variation reduced the number of
delay buffer overhead by up to 80% and 63%, respectively,
while maintaining the power reduction and overall delay.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: J.6 [Computer-
Aided Engineering]: Computer-aided design (CAD)

General Terms: Algorithms, Design

Keywords: Input specific, dynamic power optimization,
glitch reduction

1. INTRODUCTION
Reduction of switching power dissipation of a circuit in-

volves, among other things, glitch reduction. In conven-
tional CMOS circuits, the spurious transitions at the out-
put of a gate due to the differential delay of input paths
are called glitches or hazards. Removal of such transitions
can reduce the switching activity of a circuit and hence the
switching power. The principal idea in glitch reduction is
to find delay assignment for all gates in the circuit to re-
duce the differential path delays at gate inputs with respect
to the inertial delays. Optimization techniques for glitch
reduction are the balanced delay [5] and hazard filtering [1]
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methods, implemented through a variety of algorithms such
as transistor sizing [13, 15], gate sizing [3, 6], and linear

programming [2, 7, 8].
A linear programming (LP) technique has the advantage

that an LP solver derives a globally optimal solution in a
relatively short time from the given model of the problem.
Agrawal et al. [2] combined path balancing and hazard fil-
tering in their LP model to determine the delay assignment
for each gate. In subsequent work, their group proposed [8]
an improvement reducing the complexity of the constraint
set from exponential to linear in the circuit size. In another
recent work, the use of a random delay model allows a robust
glitch-free circuit design under given process-tolerance [7].

In all the previous LP models [2, 7, 8], the glitch opti-
mization of the circuit is considered under arbitrary gate
inputs. The LP solution ensures the absence of a glitch for
any input vector sequence and for all input signal combina-
tions at all gates. Such constraints result in an “overdesign”
in the sense that glitches are virtually suppressed even for
those signal states that are either impossible or only occur
with very small probability. Restrictions on signal states
can be due to two reasons, namely, circuit structure and
functionally-relevant subsets of primary inputs. For a circuit
where the total propagation delay is restricted, the conven-
tional LP solution requires the insertion of many delay ele-
ments in non-critical paths. To reduce the additional power
consumed by these elements, Raja et al. [9, 10, 11, 12] have
proposed new type of gates with different IO delays incorpo-
rating transmission-gates. Uppalapati et al. [14] used cus-
tomized resistive feedthrough cells as delay elements, which
consumed negligible amount of switching power. Howsoever
small in number, delay elements [11, 10, 14] add some ca-
pacitive loading that increases the per-transition dynamic
power. Besides, they increase the total circuit area. Any
reduction in the delay elements is therefore desirable.

In this paper, we explore a new aspect of the above prob-
lem, the application-specific circuit optimization. That is,
we may only optimize the circuit for certain input sequences
that will be applied to the circuit, e.g., functional vectors.
Optimization of the circuit for these vector sequences en-
sures the low power dissipation when the circuit is in use
and it can lead to a better solution because the optimiza-
tion is customized to the application. In our experiments
on ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits, when the input-specific
optimization was considered in the previously published LP
models of Raja et al. [8] and Hu [7], the number of required
delay buffers (overhead) dropped by up to 80% and 63%, re-
spectively, while maintaining the power reduction and over-
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Figure 1: Illustration of timing window at gate i.

all circuit delay.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Previous LP modeling [7, 8] considers the optimization

of the circuit in the worst-case. As shown in Figure 1, a
timing window of signal arrival time [ti, Ti] is propagated
throughout the circuit [8], where ti is the earliest arrival
time and Ti is the latest arrival time for gate i. A con-
straint di > Ti− ti is imposed for each gate inertial delay di.
Therefore, the LP solution ensures that the gate is free from
glitches for any arbitrary signal transition at the inputs of
the gate. However, we observe, this worst-case optimization
may have introduced too much pessimism into the solution.
For a circuit where the total propagation delay is restricted
by design, the LP solution may require insertion of a large
number of buffers on non-critical paths. As we know, the
insertion of buffers is costly and their number should be
kept as small as possible because it either increases the to-
tal power dissipation of the circuit (assuming conventional
buffers) or the total area of the circuit (assuming resistance
type of buffers [14]).

In general, the worst-case optimization could mean overde-
sign. We may not need the circuit to be optimized for all

possible input sequences. On the contrary, we may only
want the circuit be optimized for the set of input sequences
that will actually be applied to the circuit while it is work-
ing, for example, the functional vectors. These input se-
quences can be a highly biased set depending on the system
environment. Optimization of a circuit specific to such vec-
tor sequences ensures that the optimized circuit maintains
the low power dissipation under the given system environ-
ment. At the same time, we are able to achieve a better
solution with reduced overhead because the optimization is
more customized.

3. GLITCH GENERATION
We discuss the generation of glitches and introduce the

concepts of glitch-generation pattern and glitch-generation

probability.

3.1 Glitch-generation pattern
Glitches and hazards refer to the spurious transitions at

a gate output caused by differential delays of paths arriving
at its inputs. Two factors are essential for glitch generation,
i.e., transitions and path delays. Our treatment here is simi-
lar to that in path delay testing where only signal transitions
and not the specific delays are considered [4]. We define a
glitch-generation pattern for a gate as the input vector pair
that can potentially generate a glitch at the output of the
gate for some arbitrary input and inertial delays.
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Figure 2: Glitch-generation in two-input gates.
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Figure 3: Glitch-suppression in multi-input gates by

controlling value.

As shown in Figure 2, glitch-generation patterns for a two-
input AND/OR gate are those vector pairs that produce two
opposite transitions on different inputs. However, for a two-
input XOR gate, a glitch can be potentially generated as
long as both inputs have transitions.

For a gate with more than two inputs, a glitch cannot
be generated if there is a steady controlling value (e.g., 0
for a AND gate) at any input of the gate. Therefore, the
glitch-generation patterns for a multi-input AND gate will
be those vector pairs that produce opposite transitions at
any two inputs and no constant 0’s at any other input. Sim-
ilarly, the glitch-generation patterns for a multi-input OR
gate will be those vector pairs that produce opposite tran-
sitions at any two inputs and no constant 1’s at any other
input. Since there is no controlling value for an XOR gate,
the glitch-generation patterns for a two-input XOR gate are
those vector pairs that produce transitions on both inputs.
Figure 3 shows the effect of a controlling value on glitch
generation.

3.2 Glitch-generation probability
We define glitch-generation probability Pg for a gate as

the probability that a glitch-generation pattern-pair occurs
at the inputs of that gate. The occurrence of a glitch means
that the steady-state signal values during two consecutive
clock periods at inputs of the gate match a glitch-generation
pattern for that gate type.

For a given set of N primary input vectors, glitch-generation
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Figure 4: Hazard generation in logic circuits: (a) static

hazard, (b) dynamic hazard.

probability for all gates can be obtained through zero-delay
logic simulation of the circuit. Let us denote the number of
times a glitch-generation pattern occurs at the input of gate
i by Ng[i], the glitch-generation probability for gate i, Pg[i],
is calculated as

Pg[i] =
Ng[i]

N
(1)

4. INPUT-SPECIFIC OPTIMIZATION
With the measure of glitch-generation probability, we can

selectively relax the constraints for gates where glitches are
unlikely to occur. This input-specific optimization technique
is applied first to the basic LP model [8] and then to the
process-variation-resistant LP model [7].

4.1 Application to the basic LP model
First, we apply the input-specific optimization to the pre-

vious basic LP model [8]. This will achieve a glitch-free
circuit under the given set of input sequence. Our input-
specific optimization is a “static” analysis, meaning that
only probabilities (and not the signal values) of glitch gen-
eration are the basis for eliminating (relaxing) some LP con-
straints. As shown in Figure 4, glitches in a practical cir-
cuit can be either generated at a gate or propagated from
the previous stages of the circuit. Our definition of glitch-
generation probability only captures potential glitch gener-
ation and ignores possible glitch propagation from the pre-
vious stage.

Clearly, the accuracy of the glitch-generation probability
to represent the chance that a glitch can be produced is
strongly affected by the ratio of propagated glitches. Only
when propagated glitch does not exist or has a negligible
probability, can our glitch-generation probability represent
the chance correctly. For the relaxed constraints, we as-
sume that no (or a negligibly small number of) glitches are
propagated from the previous stages of the circuit.

4.1.1 Selectively relaxed LP constraints
Assuming that no glitch is being propagated throughout

the circuit, glitch-generation probability of a gate represents
the chance that a glitch can be produced at the output of
the gate if no proper path balancing or glitch filtering is
done. For gates with zero glitch-generation probability, a
glitch-generation pattern will never be produced at the gate
inputs by the given primary input vector sequence. It also
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Figure 5: Function βi for various selectivity factors τ .

means that a glitch will never occur no matter how path
delays or gate delays change. Under this circumstance, we
remove the glitch-filtering constraint for that gate from the
LP.

The original glitch-filtering constraint for gate i has the
form [8]:

di > Ti − ti (2)

In the input-specific optimization, it is modified to

di > (Ti − ti) · βi (3)

where βi ∈ {0, 1} is a constant determined by the glitch-
generation probability of gate i:

βi =
0 if Pg[i] = 0
1 if Pg[i] > 0

(4)

This essentially retains the glitch-filtering constraints only
for gates with non-zero glitch-generation probability. Note
that such selective relaxation of constraints does not change
the totally glitch-free property (i.e., no glitches are gener-
ated) in the resulting circuit because there is no need to
suppress glitch propagation given that none is generated.

4.1.2 Probabilistically relaxed LP constraints
The selection of gates for glitch-elimination can be proba-

bilistically generalized to allow even more relaxed constraints.
The resulting LP solution will not guarantee that the circuit
is totally glitch-free. However, it provides designers a trade-
off between glitch power dissipation and cost (number of de-
lay elements inserted) for a given critical delay requirement.
We now replace the step function in Equation 4 with

βi = 1 − e−Pg [i]/τ (5)

Here, βi is an exponential function of the glitch-generation
probability Pg[i] with a selectivity factor τ . The function βi

with τ as parameter is illustrated in Figure 5. The adop-
tion of an exponential function has two advantages. First,
for gates where glitches are more likely to occur, the glitch-
filtering constraint is strictly enforced (βi = 1). Second,
for gates where glitches are less likely to occur, the glitch-
filtering constraint is relaxed accordingly. The fast rising
slope of the exponential function for small Pg[i] ensures that
only a small number of glitches will be generated and propa-
gated to the subsequent stages, which supports our assump-
tion on neglecting the propagation of glitches.



By varying the selectivity factor τ , 0 ≤ τ ≤ ∞, a designer
can adjust the slope of the function βi. For a larger τ and
milder slope of the function βi, the circuit will consume rel-
atively more power by allowing some glitches. At the same
time, it will reduce the number of inserted delay elements
for the same critical delay requirement. Designers can ad-
just the value of τ to obtain the desired solution according
to their specific needs.

4.2 Application to process-variation LP model
Next, we apply the input-specific optimization to a process-

variation-resistant LP model. The original LP formulation [7]
considers intra-die variations of gate delays. Gate delays di

are random variables and are assumed to have truncated
normal probability distributions. A gate i has a nominal
(also the mean) delay µdi

and standard deviation σdi
. All

gates are assumed to have the same normalized standard de-
viation given by r = σdi

/µdi
. The time window (Figure 1)

at the output of a j-input gate i, Wi = max{Tj}−min{tj},
is also a random variable with mean µWi

and standard de-
viation σWi

. The following inequality in the LP, which de-
termines the nominal gate delays µdi

’s, ensures that gate i
can produce a glitch with only a very small probability [7]:

µdi
− µWi

> 3 · k(σWi
+ r · µdi

) · α (6)

where k is a constant (1/
√

2 ≤ k ≤ 1.0) whose value is taken
as 0.85, and α ≤ 1.0 is an optimism factor. This glitch-
filtering requirement for gate i ensures that the inertial delay
to gate exceeds the timing window in spite of the process
variation. We modify the Inequality 6 for all gates i as,

µdi
> [µWi

+ 3 · k(σWi
+ r · µdi

) · α] · βi (7)

This glitch-filtering requirement on the delay of gate i is re-
laxed by a factor βi. When βi = 0, glitch-filtering constraint
is altogether removed. As before, βi is a function of Pg[i]
and can be chosen from Equation 4 or Equation 5.

It should be noted that constraints 6 and 7 require that
the glitch-filter condition is satisfied even when the delays
vary as much as three times standard deviation [7]. Such
constraints are pessimistic and sometimes lead to “no so-
lution” that meets the overall circuit delay budget. Values
of α < 1.0 reduce the pessimism to permit a solution while
allowing a small number of glitches.

4.2.1 Optional tuning
Under process variation, the overall delay for an optimized

circuit will not be a constant. The delays of critical paths
are random variables and, therefore, the overall delay of the
optimized circuit is a random variable with certain mean
and variance. As illustrated below, under process variation,
a solution to the input-specific optimization can lead to cases
that must be avoided.

Consider the example shown in Figure 6. Under the input-
specific optimization, glitch-filtering constraints for all AND
and NAND gates are removed because the second PI to lower
AND gate is always 0 in the specified input vectors. Delays
for these AND/NAND gates are all set to the minimum
value, di = 1, by the LP. The signal arrival time for the
AND gate is between 20 and 40 due to the logic enclosed
in the cloud. Given that the overall delay of the circuit
should not exceed 43, the delay of the inverter can be chosen
anywhere from a minimum value di = 1 to a maximum
value of di = 43 − 2 = 41. However, in some cases, the LP
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Figure 6: An undesirable solution under process varia-

tion when the input-specific optimization is applied di-

rectly. Bold lines indicate the critical path. The numbers

on gates are their inertial delays.

solver will choose di = 41 if no constraint prevents it from
doing so. This solution is undesired under process variation.
The critical path PI, inverter and PO is unnecessary. This
path will dominate the critical delay of the circuit under the
process-variation and result in the degradation of critical
delay distribution.

To avoid this undesirable solution, we include an addi-
tional term in the objective function. The original objective
of the the LP model was to minimize the total buffer delays
(which is a linear approximation for the number of delay
buffers):

Minimize Σj dj , j ∈ all delay buffers (8)

For input-specific optimization under process-variation, this
is replaced by

Minimize Σj dj +
TF

N
Σi di, j ∈ delay buffers, i ∈ gates

(9)
where the constant TF ≥ 0 is a tuning factor, N is the total
number of gates other than delay buffers.

When TF > 0, the tuning option is turned on. The value
of TF is kept much smaller than 1.0 so that its impact on
the overall optimization is minimized. However, as long as
TF > 0, the LP solver is forced to minimize those gate
delays that do not affect any constraints. With this tuning
option, the gates on the dominating paths will be assigned
minimum (rather than arbitrary) delays.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits were optimized by the input-

specific optimization methods. Two input-specific optimiza-
tion methods are illustrated. “IS-Opt1” is the input-specific
optimization added to the previous basic LP model [8]. “IS-
Opt2” is the input-specific optimization added to the pre-
vious process-variation-resistant LP model [7]. Results are
compared to “un-optimized” circuits (“Un-opt”) and “opti-
mized” circuits from the basic LP model [8] (“Opt1”) or the
process-variation-resistant LP model [7] (“Opt2”). Same as
in the published work [8], we use a unit-delay circuit as the
un-optimized circuit, where each gate has a delay of one
unit. Due to the space limitation, experimental results for
the probabilistic relaxation method (Section 4.1.2) are not
included.

5.1 Input-specific optimization
The power dissipation and critical delay for “Opt1” and



Table 1: Input-specific optimization of ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits without process-variation.

Opt1 [8] IS-Opt1
Cir. Max Avg. Cir. No. Avg. Cir No.

delay Pwr. Delay Buf. Pwr. Delay Buf.

c432 34 0.74 34 66 0.74 35 66
68 0.74 68 58 0.74 69 41

c499 22 0.94 22 48 0.94 22 33
33 0.94 33 0 0.95 33 0

c880 48 0.54 51 35 0.54 49 32
120 0.54 121 30 0.54 122 24

c1355 48 0.93 48 192 0.93 48 113
120 0.93 121 128 0.93 120 25

c1908 80 0.53 82 62 0.54 86 52
200 0.54 203 34 0.53 204 3

c2670 64 0.74 65 34 0.74 66 30
160 0.74 163 9 0.74 162 1

c3540 94 0.59 95 139 0.59 101 122
235 0.59 239 78 0.59 239 73

c5315 98 0.56 100 167 0.56 104 170
245 0.56 249 53 0.56 250 52

c6288 228 0.13 226 870 0.13 228 870
620 0.13 620 857 0.13 620 853

c7552 86 0.52 89 91 0.52 88 84
215 0.52 220 44 0.52 221 38

“IS-Opt1” are shown in Table 1. “IS-Opt1” adopted the se-
lectively relaxed LP solution (Section 4.1.1). Similar to that
in [8], circuits were simulated using a event-driven logic sim-
ulator with sequences of input vectors. Meaningful vectors
would have been functional inputs. However, in the absence
of such vectors or the functional information for these cir-
cuits, we either used test vectors or random vectors. For
smaller circuits (i.e., c432 to c1355) complete gate level test
vectors (with 100% stuck fault coverage) were used. For
larger circuits, 50 random vectors with signal probability of
0.5 were used. Load capacitances for gates were assumed
to be in proportion to the number of fanouts. Inserted de-
lay buffers were assumed to be of resistance type and any
additional power consumption by them was neglected. The
average power for each circuit was normalized to the power
dissipated by its un-optimized version, i.e., the un-optimized
circuit has the power dissipation value of 1.

In Table 1, “Maxdelay” is the maximum specified criti-
cal delay parameter supplied to the LP. Clearly, the input-
specific optimization is able to reduce the number of buffers
inserted while maintaining the same performance in terms
of power dissipation and critical delay. Depending on the
vectors and circuits, a varying degree of improvement is
achieved. In some cases the number of buffers inserted is re-
duced by up to 80%. Meanwhile, the power dissipation and
critical delay values are the same or very close for “Opt1”
and “IS-Opt1” in most cases.

5.2 Input-specific optimization under process-
variation

5.2.1 Power analysis
Power dissipation and number of buffers inserted by “Opt2”

and “IS-Opt2” are shown in Table 2. Under the process-
variation, power dissipation of a circuit varies from sample
to sample. Monte-Carlo simulation method is used where
1,000 sample cases of the optimized circuit were simulated.
For each of these samples, as in [7], gate delays were in-
dependently sampled from normal distributions assuming
15% intra-die and 5% inter-die delay variation. In these

experiments, “IS-Opt2” uses the selectively relaxed LP of
Section 4. The tuning option of the objective Function 9
was turned on only for c1908, c3540, and c6288, where TF
is chosen to be 1

Dmax
. Dmax is the maximum critical delay

parameter.
In Table 2, “Nom. Pwr.” represents the nominal power

dissipation when no process-variation exists; “Mean Pwr.”
represents the mean value of the power distribution; and
“Max Dev.” represents the difference ratio between the max-
imum value of the power distribution and the power dissi-
pation under no process-variation. “Max Dev.” shows the
degree of the deviation of average power from its design value
due to the process-variation. All power values were normal-
ized to the power dissipation of the un-optimized circuit.

We see that in all cases power dissipation of optimized
circuits by “Opt2” and “IS-Opt2” is either the same or has
only a slight difference. However, “IS-Opt2” achieves a so-
lution with smaller number of delay buffers. Our technique,
when compared to the reported input independent optimiza-
tion [7] requires 40-60% fewer delay elements. The reduc-
tion of buffers is more obvious for larger Dmax for each cir-
cuit. This is because for a smaller Dmax, the optimization is
more difficult. Removing of glitch-filtering constraint has a
smaller effect on the reduction of buffers. Up to 63% reduc-
tion in the number of buffers is achieved for c2670 circuit.

Note that some of these examples use random inputs for
demonstration. In an actual design, the input to combina-
tional logic, when extracted from the system level simula-
tion, will be further restricted. For example, the state-space
of control logic may be much smaller than what is mod-
eled by random inputs. Therefore, greater savings by this
technique can be expected.

5.2.2 Delay analysis
The critical delays under process-variation are shown in

Figures 7 and 8. “Nom. Delay” indicates the critical delay
of the circuit under no process-variation, i.e., the nominal
value of the critical path delay. We also show the maxi-
mum deviation (“Max. Dev.”) of the critical delay from
its intended value under the process-variation. We see that
“Opt2” and “IS-Opt2” have equivalent performances in all
cases. From the power dissipation results in Table 2 and
these figures, we can conclude that the input-specific opti-
mization method “IS-Opt2” achieves a better solution for
a given input sequence. It maintains the same power and
delay performance while reducing the overhead in terms of
the number of delay buffers inserted.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored a new aspect of low-power op-

timization for VLSI circuits and proposed the input-specific
optimization techniques. We consider optimizing the cir-
cuit for a given input sequence that may be specified for the
circuit. We define the concept of glitch-generation pattern
and glitch-generation probability. By observing the glitch-
generation probability for each gate, we can adaptively re-
lax the glitch-filtering constraint. The experimental results
show that we are able to obtain a better solution with fewer
delay buffer insertions while maintaining similar power re-
duction and delay performance as before. Up to 80% and
63% reductions in delay buffer overheads have been achieved
in these experiments.



Table 2: Power dissipations and number of delay buffers inserted for input-specific optimization of ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits under process variations.

Un-opt Opt2 [7] IS-Opt2
Max Max

Cir. Dmax Nom. Nom. Mean Dev. No. Nom. Mean Dev. No.
Pwr. Pwr. Pwr. (%) Buf. Pwr. Pwr. (%) Buf.

c432 50 1.0 0.74 0.76 11.1 88 0.74 0.76 9.3 81

99 1.0 0.74 0.74 3.7 106 0.74 0.74 3.3 76

c499 32 1.0 0.94 0.95 2.0 88 0.94 0.95 1.9 88

48 1.0 0.94 0.95 1.0 129 0.94 0.95 1.8 58

c880 70 1.0 0.54 0.59 18.2 57 0.54 0.59 20.4 38

174 1.0 0.54 0.55 8.6 62 0.54 0.56 9.0 38

c1355 70 1.0 0.93 0.98 10.2 305 0.93 1.01 13.1 253

174 1.0 0.93 0.94 3.0 305 0.93 0.95 4.7 160

c1908 116 1.0 0.52 0.64 35.8 135 0.52 0.64 34.7 107

290 1.0 0.52 0.58 21.4 190 0.52 0.57 18.4 104

c2670 93 1.0 0.74 0.80 13.6 249 0.73 0.79 11.3 186

232 1.0 0.73 0.76 6.2 211 0.73 0.75 4.3 79

c3540 137 1.0 0.59 0.66 17.8 281 0.59 0.65 15.6 247

341 1.0 0.59 0.62 10.1 311 0.59 0.61 7.4 188

c5315 143 1.0 0.55 0.63 20.8 399 0.55 0.63 21.0 389

356 1.0 0.55 0.60 13.4 418 0.55 0.60 13.2 413

c6288 331 1.0 0.13 0.38 223.8 1121 0.13 0.38 225.2 1115

899 1.0 0.13 0.26 125.3 1473 0.13 0.26 125.5 1243

c7552 125 1.0 0.52 0.59 18.7 481 0.52 0.58 18.1 389

312 1.0 0.52 0.56 11.8 645 0.52 0.55 10.9 520
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Figure 7: Nominal critical delay for optimized ISCAS’85

circuits.
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